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Kingsway Group as thought leaders in mental health product design and innovation 
bring to you the Signature range which captures the latest design concepts for door sets 
and room designs for inpatient mental health environments drawing on the best 
possible design inspirations; collaboration workshops and global best-practice to deliver 
truly healing environments that have been designed with the patient in mind.

The inspiration for the Signature range was born from countless client meetings where 
the frustration of not being able to source non-institutional interiors for these critical 
mental health spaces as well as government guidance as to the Transforming Care 
agenda which sets out its aims of providing quality inpatient care that ‘services should be 
high quality, integrated with community services, and focused on proactively 
encouraging independence, recovery and swift discharge back to the community’.
  

Other factors to necessitate the development of the Signature range is the work of the 
Royal College of Psychiatrist’s CCQI department who seek to improve patient care and 
outcomes through systematic review of care against explicit criteria and most importantly 
of all the patient themselves who are the basis of the Signature range – Kingsway Group are 
determined that security should not be a barrier to good design and the patient 
environment is key to recovery.

The Signature range has been focused on three care pathways to provide a suitable design 
tailored for each of the distinct needs that these user groups have and using the backdrop 
of iconic cities. The Signature doorsets combine latest production technology with modern 
design styles all underpinned with the anti-ligature and robustness requirements that 
mental health environments demand.

Find your calm in Malmö   |   Find your style in Mayfair   |   Find your space in Manhattan

Kingsway Group



The Malmö range is based on the 
Scandinavian design ethos of simplicity, 
minimalism and functionality. The Malmö 
doorset is designed to bring calm to secure 
environments, ideal for young 
adult facilities. 

Using simple natural materials with clean 
recessed hardware the Malmö doorset 
blends into the environment to provide the 
patient with a soothing and healing 
experience.

Malmö
The Mayfair range takes its design inspiration 
from the chic district in the city of London 
where cutting-edge design meets traditional 
style.

The Mayfair doorset is designed to provide an 
elegant solution for inpatient facilities where 
a hotel feel is required to assist with creating 
a non-institutional environment. The Mayfair 
door contrasts dark wood finishes with sleek 
anodized hardware to give a classy finish that 
is underpinned by robust design.

Mayfair
The Manhattan range draws its design energy 
from the vibrant district of New York city with 
retro colours and art deco influences drawn 
from an era of stunning elegance.

The Manhattan doorset finish is designed to 
provide a lasting solution, suitable for patients 
in long-term care or older adult facilities.  The 
Manhattan door combines warm wood tones 
with antique finish hardware with sweeping 
handle designs to give a supportive solution 
that makes a care environment a place to live.

Manhattan



Style Ethos: Scandinavian design based on 
simplicity, minimalism and functionality.

Style Highlights: Recessed hardware for simplicity and 
safety with radiused finish to give a flowing feel.

Style Focus: Modern, calming, simple and tactile. 
Suitable for CAMHS, LD, ASD amongst others.

Malmö

Technical Specifications

Malmö finish available in the following door types: 
Solo, Swing, Switch, Stable, Stow.

Door Leaf Configurations: Single, Double, Leaf & Half, Single 
Anti-Barricade, Leaf & Half Anti-Barricade.

Door Leaf Thickness: 44mm or 54mm.

Fire Rating: FD30S and FD60S (FD60S available for Solo door 
type only).

Door Leaf: Malmö laminate finish on tri-laminated hardwood 
timber core with 10mm hardwood lippings.

Door Frame Finish: Malmö stain and lacquer on hardwood solid 
sections.

Architrave: Malmö profile hardwood with stain and lacquer finish.

Hardware Options: Malmö pull handle, patient thumb-turn and 
escutcheon configurations depending on locking 
 requirements for the doorset.

Access Control Options: Smart PMS compatible with 
electric strike or stand-alone access control.

Door Top Monitor: KG500 Door top monitor compatible with 
available staff attack alarm integration.

Malmö Door Finish
Acacia horizontal
high pressure laminate
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Kingsway Malmo Doorset

sales@kingswaygroupglobal.com
www.kingswaygroupglobal.com



Malmö Design Scheme Overview

To give context to the Signature Malmö finish Kingsway Group appointed a professional 
architectural team to continue the design theme of the doorsets across an entire 
bedroom to provide one complete space that delivers the aims of the Malmö design 
concept.

Special consideration was given to the finishes, colour palette, ventilation and 
lighting with all these critical elements being designed from the patient’s perspective 
from a blank canvas to move the boundaries to something that represents the latest in 
mental health interior design.

Kingsway Group are able to discuss the room design in detail when the Signature door 
finish is being used on a project and assist with the roll-out of this across the 
complete project as required.

www.gillingdod.comBedroom Face Corridor Face

Context interior design by



Style Ethos: Chic and classy high-end hotel design to 
provide an inviting atmosphere.

Style Highlights: Horizontal dark wood grain with sleek 
vertically orientated anodized hardware.

Style Focus: Traditional, hotel feel, articulate and 
non-institutinal. Suitable for rehabilitation and short 
break facilities amongst others.

Mayfair

Technical Specifications

Mayfair finish available in the following door types: 
Solo, Swing, Switch, Stable, Stow.

Door Leaf Configurations: Single, Double, Leaf & Half, Single 
Anti-Barricade, Leaf & Half Anti-Barricade.

Door Leaf Thickness: 44mm or 54mm.

Fire Rating: FD30S and FD60S (FD60S available for Solo door 
type only).

Door Leaf: Mayfair laminate finish on tri-laminated 
hardwood timber core with 10mm hardwood lippings.

Door Frame Finish: Mayfair stain and lacquer on hardwood 
solid sections.

Architrave: Mayfair profile hardwood with stain and lacquer 
finish.

Hardware Options: Mayfair pull handle, patient thumb-turn 
and escutcheon configurations depending on locking 
requirements for the doorset.

Access Control Options: Smart PMS compatible with electric 
strike or stand-alone access control.

Door Top Monitor: KG500 Door top monitor compatible with 
available staff attack alarm integration.

Mayfair Door Finish

Smoked wenge 
horizontal high 
pressure laminate
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Kingsway Mayfair Doorset
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Mayfair Design Scheme Overview

To give context to the Signature Mayfair finish Kingsway Group appointed a professional 
architectural team to continue the design theme of the doorsets across an entire 
bedroom to provide one complete space that delivers the aims of the Mayfair design 
concept.

Special consideration was given to the finishes, colour palette, ventilation and 
lighting with all these critical elements being designed from the patient’s perspective 
from a blank canvas to move the boundaries to something that represents the latest in 
mental health interior design.

Kingsway Group are able to discuss the room design in detail when the Signature door 
finish is being used on a project and assist with the roll-out of this across the complete 
project as required.

GDA ID LOGO INSERT HERE
Bedroom Face Corridor Face

www.gillingdod.com

Context interior design by



Style Ethos: Vibrant iconic design with Art Deco 
heritage.

Style Highlights: Warm wood with antique hardware 
finishes.

Style Focus: Ornate, tactile, reassuring traditional and 
recognisable. Suitable for refurbishments and dementia 
environments amongst others.

Manhattan

Technical Specifications

Manhattan finish available in the following door types: 
Solo, Swing, Switch, Stable, Stow.

Door Leaf Configurations: Single, Double, Leaf & Half, Single 
Anti-Barricade, Leaf & Half Anti-Barricade.

Door Leaf Thickness: 44mm or 54mm.

Fire Rating: FD30S and FD60S (FD60S available for Solo door 
type only).

Door Leaf: Manhattan laminate finish on tri-laminated hard-
wood timber core with 10mm hardwood lippings.      

Door Frame Finish: Manhattan stain and lacquer on hardwood 
solid sections.

Architrave: Manhattan profile hardwood with stain and lacquer 
finish.

Hardware Options: Manhattan pull handle, patient 
thumb-turn and escutcheon configurations depending on locking 
requirements for the doorset.

Access Control Options: Smart PMS compatible with electric 
strike or stand-alone access control. 

Door Top Monitor: KG500 Door top monitor compatible with 
available staff attack alarm integration.

Manhattan 
Door Finish

Walnut horizontal high 
pressure laminate
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Kingsway Manhattan Doorset
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Manhattan Design Scheme Overview

To give context to the Signature Manhattan finish Kingsway Group appointed a 
professional architectural team to continue the design theme of the doorsets across an 
entire bedroom to provide one complete space that delivers the aims of the Manhattan 
design concept.

Special consideration was given to the finishes, colour palette, ventilation and 
lighting with all these critical elements being designed from the patient’s perspective 
from a blank canvas to move the boundaries to something that represents the latest in 
mental health interior design
.
Kingsway Group are able to discuss the room design in detail when the Signature door 
finish is being used on a project and assist with the roll-out of this across the complete 
project as required.

Bedroom Face Corridor Face www.gillingdod.com

Context interior design by



The Kingsway Group are thought leaders in the design and manufacture of 
innovative anti-ligature products for secure mental health environments.The 
basis of all Kingsway Group’s products is the critically important anti-ligature 
design coupled with legislative requirements regarding fire safety, disabled access 
and other building control criteria.  These are then taken forward and subjected to 
the external testing standards such as BS476 part 22, EN1634-3, DDA, HTM, HBN 
and DHF2001 as well as our own internal Design Review Panel progress which brings 
together experts from the mental health sector to critique new designs and propose 
improvements to enhance the final product.

The Kingsway Group have honed a three-step project process which has resulted 
in over 600 completed door projects in mental health environments and products 
being used i n over 85% of NHS mental health trusts across the UK. On the 
Signature range we have collaborated with mental health specialist interior 
designers Gilling Dod Interiors to put these products into context and illustrate how 
they can complement any new interior design scheme.

How we work



In this stage we bring the 
expertise of over 600 
successfully completed 
mental health doorset 
projects to the table. 

We take our clients through 
a carefully crafted series of 
design questions as their 
trusted advisors.

Design
Using our collaborative 
innovation skills, we define 
the door package with all 
the project stakeholders to 
ensure a joined-up design.

We understand the project
requirements can change 
and are flexible to develop a 
fitting solution.

Define
This is where we make it 
happen. Our large team of 
skilled production experts 
work to manufacture the 
complete pre-hung 
doorset in our purpose built 
production facility for an 
on-time delivery to site. 

Installation is discussed 
and arrangements are 
made to suit site 
requirements.

Deliver



Kingsway Group
Unit 2, Teardrop Industrial Park,
London Road,
Swanley, Kent 
BR8 8TS

+44 (0)1322 610 470
kingswaygroupglobal.com


